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About This Game

Protagonist of the game is investigating the disappearance of people. The investigation leads him into an old house, and then it
becomes a party to the strange and dangerous events. Amok - suddenly appearing violent mental disorder.
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Title: AMOK
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Artem Bondin
Publisher:
Artem Bondin
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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People hating, this noobs on my team. Amok gameplay.. Not gonna lie. You can not even play this game. What the hell were
they thinking? Please don't buy this.. Is this a horror game?

I can see how, it's scary how poorly made it is.

I bought it for $0.09 on 11/16/16, or November 16th, 2016.

It was on sale, had $0.09, bought it. Basically free.

I'm keeping it for the memes.

But what do I rate it? I HAVE NO IDEA.. amazing game love it absolutely good fun me likey if you leik horror gaem you like
dis game i promise or gay. This game is one good example of "What the F did I just buy" kind of games. For 9 cents how could
I go wrong?
Well this game is a Unity based game, I know what unity is able to do as far as a game and I know you can figure out a decent
Unity game when you see one, and this is a Meh at best. I am not saying its horrible but it is not great either and I think it is at
least worth the 9 cents. Wished it had trading cards tho.. This game is just a waste of time,not worth the even 10 cents.....I waste
5 minutes to just run around in the woods and die from cold.. tHE akon OF AMOK VDIEO GAMES!. got this♥♥♥♥♥♥for 9
cents
download it
dont play it for 8 months
come play it
walk through a door die
go to next level after death
1000000000000000000000000/10 kill me. really good

like actually really really good
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i couldnt get pass the loading screen. Started the game, had no tutorials at all and couldn't get out of the first area.

Dev has also abandoned the project. Thankfully it only cost me $.09. I started the game.
I walked through a garden and made my way to a door.
Entered a spooky house and decided I wanted to go back to the nice garden.
Walked through the door thinking I could leave.
Fell through world.. Havent Finished but really enjoying game. IDK why people are writing ♥♥♥♥♥♥ reviews its a $1 game
and its actually worth 10+ dollars for the funny spooks* and the time you get out of it, i mean graphics arent to great but again
the point is raised that you paid a dollar for it ..... After 30 minutes with this "game", I still had no idea what the point of it was,
what I was spposed to do or when I was going to do anything interesting... or even just coherent.. Don't bother buying it graphics
stink looks like your playing a 1950s game.
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